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Themes  

Lye Use 

“…caustic has so many good sides. Firstly, we make soap with it that makes our clothes clean, 

we use it to clean ourselves.  The soap we use to wash our clothes is made with caustic. Caustic 

also helps to clean the bathroom. When plumber finds out that people used the bathroom and 

mismanaged it they use caustic to dilute the faeces there before they clean it. Later they do the 

plumbing work… Sometimes the women use the caustic to make their hair soft… Other people 

use it to turn bright and get white.” (Soap Maker) 

 

“You can put the caustic dust around the house, it can kill the bugs.” (Parent) 

 

“People… dilute it in water to soak their feet.  It cleans the feet…  It removes the dead skin to 

make the heels shine.” (Soap Maker) 

 

“During the war, people used to wash their clothes with certain thing from the bush.  Now that 

the war is over, caustic is used to make soap for washing.” (Parent) 

 

“It’s some people’s livelihood. Some people can use it to sell and get their daily bread. They can 

make it into soap and sell it.” (Parent) 
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“The good part is when you learn how to fix soap and you have all your materials, you will 

never go out of money. There will be no day that will break and human being won’t use soap.” 

(Soap Maker) 

 

Lye acquisition 

“It is sold only to soap makers and not everybody. Children under 7, 8, or 12 are not allowed to 

purchase it because it can kill them and the sellers have no idea what these children would do 

with it.” (Parent) 

 

“There is no law attached to its purchase.  It is not unlawful for a child to buy.” (Parent) 

 

“I see small children buying it. One day I asked the seller, why are you selling caustic to children, 

don’t you know caustic is dangerous? Then he said their people send them and what do you 

want me to do?”  (Soap Maker) 

 

Lye storage 

“You can put it in a bucket and cover with the bucket’s top and put things on top of it.  Or if you 

have a bed, you can put it under the bed.” (Parent) 

 

“People can double the bag, lay in somewhere in the sitting place and cover it with lot of things… 

Sometimes when children are playing in the sitting place, when they see the bag, they may want 
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to see what is in the bag. So that’s why people must cover it with enough things so that the 

children can’t see and take it to be food.” (Parent) 

 

“Keeping caustic in the bathroom is still dangerous.  If the house has a warehouse you keep it 

there, lock the door always.  I should be the only person that will have the key. The children 

these days are hard headed. When the children see a piece of iron soap they will see it like 

doughnut or bread and put it in their mouth. All these things can cause problem.” (Soap Maker) 

 

“So the best thing to do is to have a safe place that children are unable to reach and make sure 

that the children cannot reach if in that one room. If a child is around two years of age, you 

build a shelf up to keep it. And you also label the jar or bottle that contains the caustic.” 

(Parent) 

 

“The only way you will keep caustic in the house where it can’t harm anybody is except you 

have a store room that is restricted to you alone... You can keep caustic in your home and 

nothing can happen. As I speak now I have caustic in my house.” (Parent) 

 

“Construct a tank away from the house and keep the caustic there, under lock and key.” 

(Parent) 

 

Soap preparation  
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“When I was little, I used to be present while my father made his soap.  I don’t know who he 

learned it from but I learned it from him.” (Parent) 

 

“I was living around the Kongee area, one woman use to fix iron soap there…... I just use to sit 

and watched them as they do it step by step. After that myself I decided to try it and when I try 

it, it worked out.” (Soap Maker) 

 

“Women Solidarity [a non-governmental organization], trained women and fix a special place 

for them to fix their soap, it cost $300 LD [Liberian Dollar] to use the place, I just buy my 

materials and carry it there.” (Parent) 

 

“Our church mother fix her soap right in the kitchen. Her children can be over there dishing up 

food while she is here fixing the caustic.” (Parent) 

 

“My aunt fixes her soap by a tree behind an old bathroom at the back of the house. She keeps 

the caustic in the bathroom. Children don’t go there. And, she doesn’t have plenty children.” 

(Parent) 

 

“Before we start to produce the soap, we were taught how to wear our safety boots, hand 

gloves, nose protectors, and even goggles for eyes." (Soap Maker) 
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“…you put 3 or 4 plastics on each hand, then add 3 socks to them. Then you mold soap.” 

(Parent) 

 

“When fixing soap the little children can be running all around and I have… to send them home. 

Some of them would not want to go and I have to run behind them with stick.” (Soap Maker) 

 

“To prevent children from drinking caustic is that, when you mix the caustic, you should fix the 

soap on the spot not keep it for another time.  Delay can cause trouble. “(Parent) 

 

Lye Exposure 

“A little boy, my sister’s son, took the cup and drank the caustic water. After drinking the 

caustic water, he started crying from pain. Presently the boy doesn’t eat solid foods.  His whole 

mouth also had sores, and no way for him to open his mouth. When he sat down, his spit runs 

down.” (Parent) 

 

“…one man’s son drank caustic and spent four weeks in the hospital. Today he is big but does 

not eat easily now. He was small when he drank caustic… Eating is a problem for him. Food 

goes down his throat with so much pains. He swallows with stretched neck and he strains 

himself to get the food down his throat.” (Soap Maker) 

 

“I saw somebody use the diluted caustic.  The person, initially, thought it was water.  It 

damaged the person’s face.”  (Parent) 
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“Yes, most of the time people can keep water in the gallon in the bathroom so he thought it 

was water and he used it to  wash between his legs. In front of him everything peeled… [He] 

got better but… he cannot function as a man. That thing can really burn even small amount.” 

(Parent) 

 

“Whenever I fix the soap my heart can beat very fast and even when I am walking around my 

eyes can be turning.” (Soap Maker) 

 

“if you are diluting the caustic, if you do not protect your nose and inhale the stain that comes 

from it.  It causes danger in the body, like sometimes it gives you headache and dry the water 

from your body.” (Soap Maker) 

 

“…the little girl was thirsty, took the caustic out of the barrel thinking it like water. When 

caustic is in the liquid form, you will think that it is safe drinking water because it is clear like 

water. She took the caustic and put it to her mouth and it burns her mouth that is how she 

drank small and they took her to the clinic where they treated her but she was getting dry until 

she finally died... the caustic that she drank was in the system and could not permit her to eat 

again but she never die on the spot, it took few months before she died. That is how it treats 

you... Sometimes it makes you look like AIDS patient.” (Soap Maker, Montserrado) 

“...my uncle daughter drank small caustic water and she survived but she can’t eat hard food.” 

(Parent) 
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“…caustic killed my big brother son… the other boy fix the caustic out of perm and put the 

balance caustic under the bench in a cup… the little boy crawl under the bench and took the 

cup because the caustic water is clear. The little boy took the caustic and drank it. They even 

brought the little boy here in Sinje Hospital but after they put them down, he died after two 

days.” (Parent) 

 

 “It happened where I used to live, one pregnant girl was thirsty and felt that it was water 

because we were in the market, she took the cup of caustic and put it in her mouth all of her 

mouth turn around but God help her she did not swallow it. Up till now, they have to go JFK to 

open it because it stick together.” (Soap Maker) 

 

“It will kill them because I have seen it… this little boy came from his yard and went in her yard 

but we don’t know how he manage to drink the caustic… the child’s tongue was changing color 

and getting green in his mouth… He started to convulse and was rushed to the hospital where 

the health workers told us that he drank caustic but it was too late and he died. So it was all of 

this that made me scared and I left caustic business because my children and I are in one 

room.” (Soap Maker) 

 

Home Remedies 
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“You see salt and lime, they and caustic cannot pull… They can make the caustic weak, they’re 

quick to spoil the caustic. If caustic waste on you, the first thing to do is to put water on it and 

then you put salt if lime is not around. If you rub lime or salt, it makes no sore.” (Soap Maker) 

 

“When someone drinks caustic just buy about $25.00 LD  lime and squeeze it in cup for that 

person to drink it. Just recently it happened to one of my friends in Old Field who drink caustic. 

The people bought about $40.00 LD  lime and squeezed it in the cup for him to drink. And today 

he is sitting home as though nothing ever happened to him.” (Soap Maker) 

 

“When a child drinks caustic, people can give them oil so as to prevent it causing sore in the 

stomach.” (Parent) 

 

“…if ingested by a child if red oil is not given before rushing the child to the hospital, the child 

may die.” (Parent) 

 

“Oil is not good, the first thing to do is to rush the child to the hospital, the hospital will tell you 

what to do next. You will not know what is happening in the child’s stomach, only the doctor 

will know.”(Parent) 

 

“If you give the child oil, it mean that you are fixing soap in the child’s stomach because the oil 

and the caustic give you soap. Definitely, you should not give oil, give either water or lime or 
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you can put salt in the water and give it to the child, it can help the child before getting to the 

nearby hospital.” (Soap Maker) 

 

Informing a prevention program  

 

“If you want to make soap and you have no rental house, no storeroom or bush, absolutely 

nothing, then it is not safe.  You should just forget about soap-making and find something else 

to do. “ (Parent) 

 

“If you are able to do different business, forget about this caustic business and focus on the 

market that will help you. If you don’t have safe area, forget about this caustic business.” (Soap 

Maker) 

 

“Government should establish a zonal soap-manufacturing area where soap-makers can go to 

make their soap away from the community. Soap-makers will be warned not to make soap 

anywhere else, especially at home, with any violators severely taxed or penalized. Zone leader 

will be tasked with monitoring all soap-makers through the reports of concerned community 

members.” (Parent) 

 

“When government build factory and I make soap at home, they should arrest and fine me or 

anyone violates for that matter.” (Bong) 
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“I cannot say caustic should not enter the country because my mom can fix soap and that is 

where they get money to survive; therefore, the government should tell people to be careful 

with caustic.” (Parent) 

 

“We cannot say stop making soap because the world now, we depend on caustic…” (Soap 

Maker) 

 

“I will not say because Jebbeh acted careless and a child drank her caustic and died then 

everybody should stop fixing soap.  I will call all the soap makers and counsel them to fix it 

somewhere good.”  (Soap Maker) 
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